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Trionfo partnered with ecfirst, a HITRUST Authorized External Assessor
Itasca, IL — Feb 14, 2022/PRNewswire/ — Trionfo is a technology solutions company
that empowers better benefits decisions. Our platform offers carriers, brokers,
employers, and individuals a hassle-free way to buy, sell, manage, and choose benefits
packages. Fully integrated, focused on action steps, and responsive with just-in-time
insights, the Trionfo suite of benefit solutions puts you in control of your marketplace
experience.
The HITRUST Risk-based, 2-year (r2) Certified status demonstrates that key implemented
systems within the organization are HITRUST-certified and that Trionfo Solutions
appropriately meets the requirements within HITRUST for managing risk associated with
the certified systems.
This achievement places Trionfo in an elite group of organizations worldwide that have
earned this certification. By including federal and state regulations, standards, and
frameworks and incorporating a risk-based approach, the HITRUST Assurance Program
helps organizations address security and data protection challenges through a
comprehensive and flexible prescriptive and scalable security controls framework.
"The HITRUST CSF Certification validates Trionfo’s focus and commitment to
cybersecurity,” stated Uday Patel, Trionfo’s President and Co-Founder. “This
certification ensures our customers can have greater trust and confidence in our
company as it demonstrates our commitment to managing cyber risk.”
Trionfo Partnered with ecfirst, a HITRUST-Authorized External Assessor, in achieving
HITRUST Certification for Trionfo.com supporting infrastructure to include the Hyper-V
Cluster, Domain Controller, Mail Server, IIS Web Servers, Firewalls, File Servers, SQL
Server, Web Applications (EDT, IDT, iHRIS) and supporting infrastructure.
"The HITRUST CSF Certification is the gold standard across industries,” said Uday
Ali Pabrai, Chief Executive, ecfirst. “Trionfo’s successful achievement of HITRUST
Certification is evidence that they are at the forefront of industry best practices
for information risk management and compliance."
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About Trionfo Solutions
Trionfo is a technology solutions company that empowers better benefits decisions.
Whether you’re a carrier, broker, employer, or individual, the Trionfo platform offers the
most easy, streamlined, and intuitive way to take control of your dollars, time, and
marketplace experience. Our fully-integrated suite of benefit solutions focus on action,
leveraging relevant insight and data analysis, to provide the most hassle-free way to
buy, sell, manage, and choose benefits packages. Between our founders, John DiVito,
who founded a General Agency that has been in business for 34 years, and Uday Patel,
who has over 20 years of experience in IT and software development, Trionfo was built
on a foundation of experience and knowledge. We bring simplicity and automation to
the distribution of employee benefits, benefits administration and TPA services.
As an insurance tech company, Trionfo partners with a diverse pool of health and
ancillary carriers, as well as their distribution channels, employers, employees, and
individuals. The development of our single-source platform has helped streamline so
many processes within the insurance value chain, thereby saving time and making things
a lot simpler for our clients.
For more information, please visit https://www.trionfo.com/.

About ecfirst
Established in 1999, ecfirst delivers complete end-to-end compliance and cyber defense
services across the United States and worldwide. ecfirst has completed several thousand
information security assessments and guided clients to successfully manage HITRUST
certification, NIST and HIPAA compliance programs. Our team has managed
assessments using various standards including, but not limited, to NIST SP 800-53/171,
CMMC, HIPAA, GDPR, ISO 27001, PCI-DSS and others. ecfirst is a CMMC C3PAO
Candidate, RPO, LPP, and LTP. ecfirst is also a HITRUST Authorized External Assessor. For
more information, please visit www.ecfirst.com and www.ecfirst.biz.
For more information about ecfirst, please contact Kris Laidley at
Kris.Laidley@ecfirst.com.

